Based on the latest Chinese hospital construction and retrofit national strategy, China will specifically support green hospitals at the county level to promote and maintain “Class II-A Hospitals” in the whole country. From 2014 to 2016, China will support more than 2000 energy efficient hospitals.

The December 2\textsuperscript{nd} U.S.–China Green Hospital Building Workshop aims to introduce integrated energy conservation technologies, solutions and design layouts to Chinese hospitals, improve energy efficiency and promote sustainable operations and energy management as a crucial component of green hospitals. Through the workshop, U.S. technology companies, design companies and service providers will establish direct communication with local partners and begin commercial cooperation on pilot and joint projects. The workshop will address topics such as how to interpret Chinese green hospital building evaluation standards, green technology and solutions, among others.

To learn more about the U.S.-China SCCP or sponsor or participate in a workshop, please visit our website.

**Venue:** Beijing Novotel, #1 Chongwenmen Xi Da Jie, Beijing

**Sponsored by:** U.S. Trade and Development Agency (USTDA)

**Supported by:** Beijing Central Asian & Euro-American Sanitation Engineering Research Institute

**Organized by:**
- China Hospital Association- Hospital Architecture System Research Branch
- American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
- U.S.-China Energy Cooperation Program (ECP)

**RSVP:** ANSI: Mr. Xu Fang, Chief Representative in China

Email: us-chinasccp@ansi.org

www.standardsportal.org/us-chinasccp